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Abstract

This paper proposes a new framework in mobile ad hoc
networks (MANET) for reliable multipath routing with fixed
delays based on packet level Forward Error Control (FEC).
The novelty of this work stems from the integrated optimiza-
tion of the redundancy at the path and the FEC packet levels
to arrive at the concept of the regenerating nodes. The re-
generating nodes can reduce the packet loss rate (PLR) be-
tween the source and the intermediate nodes so that, even-
tually, the PLR between the source and the destination is
minimized. In general, the residual PLR in the system is re-
duced to the PLR on the connection between the last regen-
erating node and the destination. Extensive Monte Carlo
simulations are provided to demonstrate the robust per-
formance of the proposed scheme in the network environ-
ments with frequently changing topologies and PLR scenar-
ios. The scheme accommodates various constraints for de-
lay and reliability in terms of PLR that can be tailored to
the specific applications, such as real-time multimedia ser-
vices in MANET.

1. Introduction

With recent advancements in computer and wire-
less communications technologies, mobile computing is
gaining a wider acceptance on laptops and personal dig-
ital assistants (PDAs). The goal for advanced MANETs
is to support multimedia traffic which require some qual-
ity of service (QoS) assurances. In this paper, the focus
is (i) on ensuring data transfer with controllable reliabil-
ity in terms of packet loss rate (PLR) and (ii) packet de-
livery with bounded delay. This two metrics define in
broad sense the QoS aspects of the routing protocol pro-
posed. The reason for the choice of these two parameters is
that real-time streaming applications like video/audio con-

ferencing require strict delay and/or jitter bounds, but they
can tolerate a certain level of packet loss.

In current research on MANET, redundant paths and
packets are introduced to combat the effects of unpre-
dictable wireless propagation and nodal mobility. Multi-
path Source Routing (MSR) [10] introduced load distribu-
tion among several paths based on the measured round-trip
time of every path. In [4], based on the end-to-end reliabil-
ity, the authors designed a QoS-aware Multipath Dynamic
Source Routing (MP-DSR) protocol. However, the avail-
ability of routes that satisfy the specific end-to-end relia-
bility requirement is limited by the nature of the network.

Since failed joint links and nodes between paths can dis-
able many or all of the paths used for forwarding, the ex-
isting work on multiple path transport in MANET concen-
trates on maximally disjoint paths, i.e., paths without link or
node overlap. Split Multipath Routing (SMR) [2] uses a per-
packet allocation scheme to distribute data packets into mul-
tiple maximally disjoint paths. In [7], a multipath routing al-
gorithm, called Disjoint Pathset Selection Protocol (DPSP)
is proposed for selecting a set of paths to maximize net-
work reliability. Instead of the end-to-end delay, the reliabil-
ity is considered as a main factor in exploring routes. Mul-
tiple paths routing [6] and Forward Error Control (FEC) are
combined for real-time data transmission in [9] based on di-
versity coding [1].

In order to get the best performance, the previous work
uses maximally disjoint paths and avoids joint paths and
nodes. However, it is not easy to find and keep an accept-
able number of disjoint paths to satisfy the predetermined
QoS requirements. In particular, the longer the paths are,
the more difficult it is to find the disjoint paths. Moreover,
on their way to the destination the number of lost packets
accumulates and may exceed the reconstruction capability
of the FEC code deployed. As the result, this application
of packet level FEC, with the reconstruction of lost pack-
ets at the destination only, may not be effective. We refer to
this approach as end-to-end packet level FEC.
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In this paper, we propose a new framework for reliable
multipath routing in MANET using a concept of hop-by-
hop packet recovery with packet level FEC. This approach
is similar to the X.25 protocol with ”lost” (erroneous) pack-
ets recovered at every node using ARQ except that in our
case we use packet level FEC which improves packet deliv-
ery reliability with the fixed delay [5]. On unreliable links,
the hop-by-hop packet recovery is considered more effec-
tive than the end-to-end recovery. In our work, the joint
nodes and packet level FEC are both exploited to allevi-
ate the problems associated with limited number of dis-
joint paths and accumulation of lost packets. The selected
joint nodes function as the regenerating nodes. They recon-
struct the received data, add redundant packets into the re-
layed packets series, and then distribute them among sev-
eral paths. At last, when the destination receives the pack-
ets, the lost packets are mainly dropped in the last connec-
tion. In this paper, coding, distribution and reconstruction
schemes are investigated to minimize the end-to-end PLR
between the source and the destination in various topology
and path PLR scenarios.

2. The Proposed Scheme

The objective of our scheme is to enhance the packet de-
livery reliability in MANET. Because of the nodal mobil-
ity and radio propagation characteristics, the reliability of
links to deliver the packets is unpredictable and fluctuat-
ing. Redundant packets are added into the data stream so
that the lost packets could be reconstructed at the regenerat-
ing nodes without need for retransmissions. Multiple paths
are applied here to alleviate the fluctuation and reduce the
overhead on each path. Integrated optimization of redundant
packets and multiple paths can minimize the PLR at the des-
tination and improve robustness to topological changes.

To simplify the discussion, the transmitted data are en-
capsulated into packets with the same size. PLR is exploited
as the metric to choose routes. The packets are lost during
transmission, or dropped by nodes for reasons such as over-
flow of buffers, misdelivery, FEC error at the lower layers,
etc. All links in our discussion are “pure erasure”, i.e., the
packets are either received correctly or lost completely.

For the purpose of this paper, the following definitions
are in order: Path: The connectivity between the source and
the destination. Hop: The connectivity between two neigh-
boring regenerating nodes (including the source and the
destination) is one hop. Link: The physical connection be-
tween two neighboring nodes.

2.1. Node Operation

In the network model adopted, the operation of the for-
warding nodes are divided into: (i) the information transfer

(InfoTx) and (ii) the administration (Admin) modes where
(i) the nodes send the data packets and (ii) “learn” the net-
work status, respectively. The Admin mode is deployed (i)
during the network initialization; (ii) during the detected
topological changes or (iii) at equally spaced time intervals
to follow the variability in the PLR on the existing links.
The forwarding nodes operate in the source routing man-
ner as follows:

2.1.1. The Source Functions of the source are: In the
InfoTx Mode: (i) encoding the information packets into
packet groups and (ii) distributing these packets onto the
outgoing interfaces according to the predetermined scheme
by the Admin Mode. In the Admin Mode: (i) exploring the
multiple routes to the destination; (ii) calculating distribu-
tion of transmitted packets on the forwarding links (packet
distribution vector—PDV) based on the reliability (PLR) in-
formation along different links for the whole network; and
(iii) determining the routes, regenerating nodes and the cod-
ing scheme. The source initiates the exploration of new
routes for the upcoming communication. As the result, it
knows the topology, possible routes and PLR of every path
in the designated network. In terms of PLR, it selects routes,
regenerating nodes, and determines the related schemes to
minimize the PLR in the transmission. Afterward, it inserts
the redundant packets into each original information packet
group, then distributes them over the multiple paths.

2.1.2. The Regenerating Nodes Functions of the inter-
mediate (regenerating) nodes are: In the InfoTx Mode: (i)
decoding the received packet group and possibly recover-
ing from lost packets (on the inlets) using packet level FEC;
(ii) encoding and distributing the information packets on the
outgoing interfaces. In the Admin Mode: (i) collecting re-
liability (PLR) information to its neighbors on the forward
links; (ii) re-calculating the PDV; (iii) feeding the informa-
tion about the current PLR back to the previous regenerat-
ing nodes and neighbors. Selected joint nodes are notified
by the source to work as the regenerating nodes. They re-
ceive, re-sequence and reconstruct packet series from the
upstream nodes, subsequently, re-encode and distribute the
new packet series. The coding schemes are determined by
the next hop’s PLR so as to maximize the capability of re-
covering the lost packets at the next regenerating nodes.
This process is repeated by each regenerating node. Con-
sequently, the received PLR at the destination is mainly
caused by the last hop.

2.1.3. The Destination The destination decodes the re-
ceived packet sequence, recovers the lost packets, calculates
and feeds back the current end-to-end PLR.

Regenerating nodes prevent the adverse effects of packet
loss accumulation along all links in the network, so that,
at the destination, the number of lost packets has a better
chance not to exceed the recovery capability of the packet
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level FEC codes. The packet level FEC routing schemes
considered in this paper furnish a soft packet loss metric
where the average PLR is below a given tolerable thresh-
old. There could be, however, situations that the instanta-
neous PLR does not meet the specifications. The delay met-
ric is always guaranteed. With proper erasure recovery ca-
pability, the destination can reconstruct the lost packets with
predictable delay, i.e., the time required to receive the num-
ber of packets in a coded block, which is beneficial to real-
time services. In this paper, the delay is determined in terms
of number of packets in the coded group rather than the real
time for the transmission of the group of packets to sim-
plify our discussions.

2.2. Topology Model and PLR

Without loss of generality, the topologies are simplified
first into two categories: (i) parallel and (ii) serial connec-
tion of links. In practical implementations, each link could
be a subnetwork without connectivity to other links (sub-
networks). In this paper, we actually consider the hybrid
topologies as illustrated in Fig. 1.

Source Destination

p1

pm

p"ij1

p"ijh

p"ijk

P’inP’ijP’i1

Thejth hop in theith path can be described as a
subnetwork comprised of parallel links

Figure 1. The topology model with three lev-
els of link hierarchy.

In characterizing the PLR in the network, we assume a
three-level link hierarchy. From the highest to the lowest
level, the connectivity in the network as illustrated in Fig. 1
is:

I Path Level: parallel connections of m paths from the
hop level with the PLR given by:

[
p1 p2 · · · pi · · · pm

]T
(1)

II Hop Level: serial connection of n hops from the link
level with the PLR p′i j for the jth hop within the ith
path so that the PLR for the ith path is represented by:

[
p′i 1 p′i 2 · · · p′i j · · · p′i n

]
(2)

III Link Level: parallel connections of h links with the
PLR p′′ijk for the jth hop in the ith path on the kth link
so that the PLR for the hop level jth hop is represented
by:

[
p′′ij1 p′′ij2 · · · p′′ijk · · · p′′ijh

]T
(3)

Note that in the topologies considered, the links (at the link
level) from different paths are disjoint, i.e., there is no joint
node in any of these links except for the cases of source and
destination.

Based on the PLR in the lower level links, the PLR in
the higher level links can be calculated in the conventional
systems without ARQ or packet level FEC as follows:

pi = 1 −
n∏

j=1

(
1 − p′ij

)
(4)

and

p′ij =

h∑
k=1

vijkp′′ijk

h∑
k=1

vijk

(5)

where vijk is a fraction of all packets transmitted on the kth
link within the jth hop in the ith path.

3. Packet Level FEC and Packet Distribution

3.1. Coding Schemes:
The Choice of Erasure Recovery Capability

To implement packet level FEC, the original informa-
tion packets are divided into a series of K-packet groups.
When constructing the redundancy packets, we assume the
use of an FEC code with parameters (N, K, t), where (i)
N is the number of transmitted packets in a group; (ii) K
is the number of the information packets in this group; and
(iii) t is the erasure recovery capability, i.e., the maximum
number of lost packets within the group that can be recon-
structed based on the received packets. In the case of Reed
Solomon (RS) codes t = N − K and the erasure recovery
capability is twice of the error correction capability. With
even parity codes t = 1. Each packet has a sequence num-
ber which (i) allows the detection of packets being lost or
not delivered within the predetermined time interval depen-
dent on delay constraints and (ii) triggers (if necessary) the
packet recovery (packet erasure correction).
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In this paper, the efficiency of the code to recover from
lost packets is measured by the normalized erasure recov-
ery capability R = t

N and its choice will depend on the
PLRs in the network. At the path level, assuming we know
a fraction of packets vi transmitted on the ith path, we con-
sider three methods to choose R:

1. Mean-R Coding Scheme: R is determined by the av-
erage reliability of all links.

R =
1
m

m∑
i=1

pi (6)

2. WeightedAvg-R Coding Scheme: R is the
weighted average reliability of all links.

R =

m∑
i=1

vipi

m∑
i=1

vi

(7)

3. Max-R Coding Scheme: R is determined by the least
reliable link.

R = max(pi) (8)

3.2. Packet Distribution Schemes

The packet distribution scheme determines what portion
of packets is transmitted from the regenerating node (and
the source) on its forwarding (parallel) links to the next re-
generating node (or the destination). At the path level, the
number of packets transmitted over the m paths is given
through the packet distribution vector (PDV):

�v =
[

v1 · · · vi · · · vm

]
(i = 1, 2, · · · ,m)

There are different strategies to assign the number of pack-
ets transmitted on the forwarding links (paths) and these
strategies should be dependent on the PLR table at a given
regenerating node. It seems that the most reliable scheme
is to transmit all packets always on the link with the small-
est PLR. However, to balance (i) the traffic loads; (ii) risk
with path failures and (iii) unpredictability in links PLRs,
the following approaches are considered at the path level:

Equal Distribution Packets are equally distributed among
all paths:

vi = vj = �N

m
� i, j = 1, · · · ,m (9)

This scheme is easily implemented but its performance is
decreased by the poorest links. It is suitable in networks
with frequently changing topology.

Proportional distribution The more reliable the link is, the
more packets are transmitted on it:

vi =
p1

pi
v1 + 1 (10)

This scheme utilizes highly reliable paths more frequently
and introduces bandwidth allocation problems. Thus, it is
suitable for networks with less mobility.

k-Best Distribution Only k (two or more) of the m most re-
liable links are chosen for packet transmission:

�v =
[

v1 · · · vi · · · vk 0 · · · 0
]

(11)

The number of packets transmitted on the k chosen paths
can be distributed equally or proportionally.

The same distribution schemes can be applied at the re-
generating node level with m paths being replayed by h
links.

3.3. PLR Calculations

Without packet level FEC, the PLR for a group of m
paths/links at the regenerating node/destination, called here
the average erasure probability (pave), is [8]:

pave =
1
v

m∑
j=1

vj∑
i=1

i

(
vj

i

)
pi

j(1 − pj)vj−i (12)

where v =
m∑

j=1

vj is the number of transmitted packets.

In the same situation, after applying packet level FEC to
reconstruct the lost packets, the PLR, called here the recov-
ered PLR (prec), is:

prec =
1
N

n∑
i=t+1

i

(
N

i

)
pi

ave(1 − pave)N−i (13)

3.4. Reconstruction Schemes

The following are three reconstruction schemes accord-
ing to the recovery location:

1. At the destination (Coded Scheme): This is a conven-
tional application of packet level FEC where the recon-
struction is only applied at the destination. In spite of
easy implementation, the drawback of this scheme is
that it accumulates packet loss along all links so that
at the destination the number of lost packets may ex-
ceed the recovery capability of the packet level FEC
code.

2. At the regenerating nodes ( Regenerated Scheme): In-
termediate joint nodes recover the lost packets and re-
lay the reconstructed packets. With higher complexity,
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in this scheme, joint nodes prevent spreading the ef-
fects of PLR on the incoming links beyond the point
of no recovery at the destination.

3. At the regenerating nodes and the destination ( Com-
bined Scheme): The combination of the above two
methods. First, the source adds redundant packets de-
pending on PLR in the whole network, and then regen-
erating nodes and the source insert redundancy accord-
ing to PLR of the next hop. This is equivalent to the
concatenated coding. The packet recovery at the regen-
erating nodes reduces PLR along the paths to the level
that the source-destination scheme can operates in fa-
vorable conditions so that even though we are adding
the redundancy at two levels, to achieve acceptable
performance, the overall redundancy is reduced from
that of the individual schemes.

The last two schemes constitute the major novelty of this
paper.

4. Performance Evaluation

To analyze the improvements achievable in the proposed
forwarding schemes over conventional ones, we evaluate
the end-to-end PLR based on (12) and (13) in networks with
two general topologies: (i) serial connections of links (Level
II) and (ii) parallel connection of paths (Level I). We assume
that the mean time of packet transmissions is much smaller
than that between the variations of the network topology
and the link PLRs. Namely, the network is quasi-stationary
during the transmissions of a group of packets.
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Figure 2. The end-to-end PLR in a serial net-
work with 4 regenerating nodes as a function
of the same PLR on each hop.

In Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, we demonstrate the effects of
the PLRs on individual links and the number of hops (re-
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Figure 3. The end-to-end PLR vs. the number
of serial hops n, each with PLR = 0.01.

generating nodes) in the networks with serial connections
(m = 1), respectively. Fig. 2 shows the end-to-end PLR
in the network where the PLR on each of n = 5 hops
is the same and is varied between 10−3 and 1. The code
rate Rcode measuring the packet redundancy in three pro-
posed schemes is comparable: (i) both, the coded and re-
generated schemes use packet level FEC with (15, 11, 4)
(Rcode = 0.73), while (ii) in the combined scheme, the
codes with (15, 13, 2) are applied at both the source and
the regenerating nodes, so that Rcode = 0.75. Figs 2 and 3
show that both proposed schemes, the regenerated and the
combined, outperform the conventional schemes: the un-
coded and the coded. In Fig. 2, when PLR on the individ-
ual links is higher, the regenerated scheme performs bet-
ter than the combined one. The reason is that in the former
scheme, the regenerating nodes isolate better most of the
adverse effects from the previous hops. For serial networks
with PLR = 0.01 on each hop, as illustrated in Fig. 3, the
combined scheme exhibits better performance than the re-
generated one for systems with lower number of regener-
ating nodes. In general, the regenerated scheme is showing
more consistent performance, independent of n. The end-
to-end PLR increases with the number of serial hops. This
is why in spite of the same PLR on each link, the reliabil-
ity of the coded scheme deteriorates rapidly with the num-
ber of serial links.

In Fig. 4, we plot the average end-to-end PLR as a func-
tion of m (number of parallel paths) in the parallel net-
work (n = 1) where the PLR on each path is uniformly
distributed between 10−8 and 10−1. The figure shows that
the mean of the PLR in the network is exponential func-
tion of the number of paths, m. The coding and the dis-
tribution schemes can significantly improve the reliability.
Among various coding and the distribution schemes, 2-best
Scheme is the most reliable. By analyzing the variance be-
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havior of the PLR in the network, we also found that the
proper packet distribution compensates the instability of
paths. In Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, we plot the average end-to-
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Figure 5. The average end-to-end PLR vs.
the number of parallel paths, m, for different
choice of erasure recovery capability R.

end PLR and the corresponding average code redundancy
N−K

N , respectively, with the bar representing the variance.
In both figures, the results are presented as a function of
m (number of parallel paths) at the path level (n = 1)
where (i) the PLR on each path is uniformly distributed be-
tween 10−8 and 0.5; (ii) N = 31 and (iii) the proportional
distribution scheme is applied. The results are shown for
three schemes to determine the normalized erasure recov-
ery capability as discussed in Section III.A. Fig. 5 demon-
strates that network with Max-R coding scheme has the
lowest average end-to-end PLR, while WeightedAvg-R cod-
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Figure 6. The average code redundancy vs.
the number of parallel paths, m.

ing scheme has the highest. Fig. 6 illustrates that the redun-
dancy associated with WeightedAvg-R coding scheme is the
lowest, while Max-R coding scheme is the highest. Mean-R
coding scheme has almost constant redundancy and accept-
able reliability.

General observations from our simulations are: (1) Even
though the PLR on individual links is fluctuating, the aggre-
gate reliability of the set of paths keeps the network perfor-
mance relatively stable. (2) Since the total overhead asso-
ciated with packet level FEC is distributed and interleaved
over multiple paths, the capability against packet loss bursts
is enhanced. (3) In MANET, on average, the risk of conges-
tion at regenerating nodes is not greater than that at the des-
tination. (4) Proper coding, distribution and choice of re-
construction schemes can substantially compensate the un-
predictability in ad hoc networks and make it easier to sat-
isfy reliability and delay requirements.

5. Conclusions

This paper adopted packet level FEC in routing packets
through multiple paths between the source and the destina-
tion. By introducing the regenerating nodes we were able to
combat packet loss along intermediate links by using redun-
dant packets to reconstruct the lost ones. Overall, by avoid-
ing packet loss accumulation throughout the network, the
PLR at the destination was limited to the PLR between the
last regenerating node and the destination. In addition, the
paper analyzed various packet distribution schemes among
the multiple paths in order to (i) distribute traffic loads;
(ii) increase reliability and (iii) stabilize the PLR perfor-
mance at the destination for time-varying network environ-
ments.

The PLR improvements in the schemes proposed de-
pend on (i) the network topology and (ii) PLR conditions.
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In general, by introducing more regenerating nodes and us-
ing more powerful codes, as demonstrated in simulations,
significant improvements can be achieved by using packet
level FEC. This improvement is coming at the expense of
more packets transmitted through the network. In addition
to improved reliability, the proposed schemes are character-
ized with fixed delays and as such are suitable for real-time
transmissions.

6. Future Directions

When discussing the proposed routing schemes, our fo-
cus was on MANET applications. However, our proposal is
more general and can enhance the reliable real-time com-
munications in any network with multiple paths and fre-
quently changing topologies, not only in MANET. Our rout-
ing scheme constitute a framework for reliable multipath
routing with soft PLR metrics that could be specialized to
other networks such as the Internet and multicast networks
with heterogeneous connectivity.

The validity for some of the assumptions in this paper re-
quires further investigations. We concentrate here on three
of them.

First, we assumed the raw link PLRs had been already ob-
tained in some way and made available at the source.
We used the actual PLR as the measure of reliability
in our algorithms, but in practice we deal with their es-
timates. One way of obtaining PLR is to monitor the
sequence numbers of the data packets passing along a
certain link. The problem in this method is that if there
is no ongoing transmission for a long time, the esti-
mated PLR value would be outdated or even invalid.
Another way is to count the “keep-alive” or “Heart-
beat” packets. This method may result in too coarse
estimates when we try to limit the frequency of man-
agement packets to save the bandwidth. Combination
of those two approaches should result in an acceptable
solution.

Second, our schemes are dependent on the assumption
of the “quasi-stationary” topology. In MANET, high
nodal mobility leads to frequent link failures. As a re-
sult, frequent routing information exchanges may be
needed to maintain the up-to-date choice of parame-
ters in our routing scheme. The effects of routing with
imprecise roting information should be explored fur-
ther.

Third, our discussions in the paper were disjoint from the
packet length. Essentially, the point of reference was
the raw link PLR and the delay was calculated in terms
of number of packets in the coded group rather than the
real time for the transmission of the group of packets.

If the packet loss is a result of bits in error at the phys-
ical link layer, from the general relation between the
raw PLR and the link BER, it is preferable to work with
shorter frames to achieve lower PLRs. However, after
incorporating the protocol header length into the ef-
fective throughput calculations, the choice for the op-
timum packet length is protocol and BER specific [3].
This is the reason why with high BER in the order
of 5 × 10−4 in wireless networks, we usually work
with shorter frames. With packet level FEC and multi-
path routing, the calculations for the optimum choice
of packet length are much more complicated and they
require further analysis.

In addition, our work in this paper concentrated on reliable
transmissions in MANET under the assumption that the
network topology and the link states were available at the
source. In order to verify these schemes, a realistic routing
information dissemination algorithms in MANET should be
considered.
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